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I never really wanted to build or sell propellers. Looking back over the three



years of development and testing that has resulted in the Airpower Propeller, I realize now I had little choice. Besides, it has been educational and very interesting.



returned I came to realize the controllable propeller we were using was not safe. This was the second type of controllable propeller I had purchased.



\



I had also placed a deposit on yet another type which, like several others,



Bringing the all graphite Merganser



never made it past the development stage. Sometimes I'm pretty slow, but after



amphibian to the point where I felt it was completely proven and ready to market



every lead for a suitable controllable



nearly twelve years of chasing down



has been my driving ambition for more



propeller for my Merganser, without any



years than I would admit. Fortunately, I have been able to remain in the advanced composite field to finance these goals. In addition to the Merganser, we have designed and built such diverse products as graphite satellite antenna



success, and after having several prop



systems, graphite wheels for antique aircraft, and large graphite parts used to convert executive helicopters to medical use. After flying off all of the restrictions and satisfying myself that the flying qualities met expectations, we took the Merganser to Sun 'n Fun in 1986 where we shared the Best Commercial award with the Prescott Pusher. Unfortunately, shortly after we



failures of various kinds, including los-



ing a wood blade from a controllable hub, it finally dawned on me that if I



could develop a simple, reliable, strong propeller I might be able to sell it. I had already developed carbon fiber blades for use in one of the hubs I had purchased, so all that remained was to de-



sign a hub. This took a couple of years, what with testing and all, but I am very happy with the result. Fortunately, my friends at Airpower Ltd. liked it, too, and were looking for a product, so we were able to make the necessary arrangements for them to market it. Having had so many experiences SPORT AVIATION 47



with the other propellers mentioned above, and having to submit to the expensive and recurring inspections on my Mooney propeller, I certainly had some clear design goals. Simple design and operation, a large reserve of strength and reliability, and low maintenance seemed most important. Graphite (carbon fiber) has made the struggle a lot easier . . . in fact, it has made it possible. A graphite blade of the same volume as an aluminum blade weighs less than 1/4 as much, and can easily have well over twice the resistance to pull out from centrifugal force. Graphite is also less notch sensitive, much stiffer, and less prone to fatigue failure than aluminum. A side benefit from using graphite for blades is that



less load is placed



it works like a hydraulic jack. Pump for high pitch and lower rpm, and open the valve for low pitch and higher rpm. For full feather, merely continue pumping. Not all aircraft, or more correctly, not all pilots would benefit from a controllable propeller. In order to justify the additional expense, and yet another cockpit chore, there should be some need, or at least a strong desire, to improve at least one end of the aircraft envelope.



Put another way, aircraft with the



largest potential spread in minimum and maximum speed will benefit most. Seaplanes are a "natural" for controllable propellers. The maximum thrust requirements come at the lowest forward velocity while attempting to "get on the step". As the aircraft accelerates, the



on the hub and it, too, can be lighter.



propeller



weighs only 10 lbs., 12 oz. while a three blade version weighs just 2 oz. over 13 Ibs. The complete 72 inch, two blade Mooney propeller weighs 55 pounds, so the difference can be dramatic. The reduction in the gyroscopic loads



dramatic. Aluminum is still



a wonderful material which really



comes into its own when complex machined parts like a propeller hub are needed. The Airpower Propeller hub is machined from solid billets of aluminum allowing us to take advantage of the unique properties of two different alloys. It is hard anodized for



protection from wear and corrosion.



This compact oil operated hub is independent of all other systems in the aircraft, and no mechanical linkage, electrical system, governor, or drilled shaft is needed. A tiny wobble pump (6 oz.) in the cockpit allows you to set the ideal pitch for take-off, climb and cruise. Loss of hydraulics results in a return to the low pitch stop, an important safety feature not normally found in electric or mechanical propellers. In the event of engine stoppage, whether on purpose in a motorglider, or by accident in a powered plane, and regardless of the health of other aircraft systems, the propeller can be placed in full feather to extend the glide. I'm not wild about the analogy, but 48 FEBRUARY 1990



feel comfortable that nothing catastrophic would happen, we tested the most critical part of the design, the



blade retention system, by flying a set of blades on my Merganser for over 48 hours. This may sound tame, but these unpainted blades were stored outdoors



on a salt water beach for two years, and



intermittently flown with considerable



spray, and tight, high speed turns. Inasmuch as they were designed for 65 hp and 3200 rpm redline, putting them on our test stand and running them at 4650 rpm and 138 hp really does demonstrate a large strength margin.



60" diameter two



that bear on the engine crank and flange can also be



to be able to predict seal replacement



times, and other wear related maintenance, long running times will be required. As important as these factors are, they were not our primary concern. We wanted to know about the scary one. Will anything break? In an effort to



exposure to salt



In fact, a complete



blade



a propeller is earned by many hours of trouble free service in the real world, on a real airplane. We also understand that in order to get the information needed



This far exceeds



the FAA requirement for double the centrifugal load.



That the propeller would withstand



higher than designed thrust loads was no surprise, because before frying the blades on flat pitch that enabled it to operate off the Merganser I had loaded a similar blade in bending at the 70% span point water, limits it to a very disappointing cruise speed. Due to less resistance to well over 450 Ibs. without failure or during the take-off run, a land based permanent deformation. So far, before aircraft with a similar potential enshipment we have been running each propeller on our test machine at one velope could just use a higher pitched and a half times the horsepower, and "cruise" propeller and put up with whatat a higher rpm than it will see in serever take-off run and climb rate resulted, unless, of course, it was unsafe. vice. We have also been fortunate to The Airpower Propeller should make have the advice and council of several a significant improvement in the perforhighly qualified people who, for some mance of most airplanes regardless of strange reason, don't seem to want to whether an automotive conversion or be identified with an aircraft propeller an aircraft engine is installed. If your company. plane has a "cruise" prop, the take-off I am truly grateful for the lessons and climb will benefit most. If it has a learned by trying several other propel"climb" prop, you should notice a lers. Maybe sometime soon my as-



marked improvement in cruise speed and economy. Due to the special needs of seaplanes, extra care has been taken to assure that no corrosion problems arise. Very effective leading edge protection is also installed. We are fully aware that confidence in



sociates will let me put a brand new three blade Airpower Propeller on the Merganser, get some hard performance numbers, write the builders manual, and start building kits in those production molds that have been in storage for so along.
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